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Abstract—We present a spectral co-design of a statistical multiple-
input-multiple-output (MIMO) radar and an in-band full-duplex (IBFD)
multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) communications system both of which
concurrently operate within the same frequency band. Prior works on
MIMO-radar-MIMO-communications (MRMC) problem either focus on
colocated MIMO radars and half-duplex/single-user MIMO communi-
cations, seek coexistence solutions, do not jointly design waveforms and
receiver processing or omit practical system constraints. Here, we jointly
design statistical MIMO radar waveform, uplink (UL)/downlink (DL)
precoders, and receive filters. To this end, we employ a novel performance
measure, namely compounded-and-weighted sum mutual information
(CWSM), that is subjected to multiple practical constraints of UL/DL
transmit power, UL/DL quality of service, and peak-to-average-power-
ratio. We solve the resulting non-convex problem by incorporating block
coordinate descent (BCD) and alternating projection (AP) methods in
a single algorithmic framework called BCD-AP MRMC. We achieve
this by exploiting the relationship between mutual information and
weighted minimum mean-squared-error (WMMSE), which allows use of
the Lagrange dual problem in finding closed-form solutions for precoders
and radar waveform. Numerical experiments show that our proposed
WMMSE-based method quickly achieves monotonic convergence, im-
proves target detection by 6-13% compared to conventional radar coding,
and provides 8.3-30% higher rate in IBFD MU-MIMO system than other
precoding strategies.
Index Terms—Alternating projection, block coordinate descent, in-
band full-duplex MU MIMO, MIMO radar, WMMSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Severe crowding of the electromagnetic spectrum in recent years
has led to complex challenges in designing radar and communications
systems that operate in the same bands [1]. Both systems need a
wide bandwidth to provide a designated quality-of-service (QoS) [2].
Whereas a high-resolution detection of radar targets requires large
transmit signal bandwidths, the wireless cellular networks need access
to wide spectrum to support high data rates [3]. The continuous
scaling up of the carrier frequencies and deployment of wireless
communications has led the spectrum regulators to allow use of the
spectrum traditionally reserved for the radar (sensing) applications for
commercial communications systems. As a result, many concerted
spectrum-sharing efforts are underway to design new sensing and
processing modalities for radar and communications [1].
In [4], a comprehensive taxonomy of different design philosophies
to achieve the coexistence of radar and communications systems was
summarized. Broadly, the two most common approaches are sharing
with spectral overlap (or coexistence) and functional spectrum-sharing
(or co-design). In the former, both systems have separate units that
operate within the same spectrum using different waveforms. The
latter combines the two systems at either transmitter (Tx), receiver
(Rx) or both in a single hardware platform and employs a common
waveform [1, 5, 6]. These spectrum-sharing solutions also depend
on the level of cooperation between radar and communications. In
a selfish paradigm, the overall architecture usually promotes the
performance of only one system leading to radar-centric [7–9] and
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communications-centric [10] coexistence solutions. On the other
hand, the holistic solution relies on extensive mutual cooperation
between the two systems in terms of transmit strategies and receive
processing [3, 11–16]. The exchange of information, such as the
channel state information (CSI), may also be facilitated through a
fusion center [12, 16]. The spectral cooperation not only enables
both systems to benefit from an increased number of degrees-of-
freedom (DoFs) but also allows joint optimization of system param-
eters through one [12, 13] or more [3, 17] objective functions. For
example, the communications signals decoded at the radar Rx may
be used to enhance target detection/localization [3, 16]. Similarly,
communications Rx may improve error rates by also extracting
symbols embedded in the echoes reflected off the radar targets [18].
In this paper, we focus on this holistic spectral co-design.
These approaches do not easily extend [17, 19] to multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) configuration, which employs several Tx
and Rx antennas to achieve high spectrum efficiency [20, 21]. In
communications, MIMO configuration enhances capacity, provides
spatial diversity, and exploits multipath propagation [20]. Further,
recent developments in massive MIMO [22] have demonstrated that
uplink/downlink (UL/DL) channel reciprocity can be exploited by
deploying very large number of service antennas to serve a lower
number of mobile users with the time-division-duplexing.
Similarly, MIMO radars outweigh an equivalent, standard phased
array radar by offering higher angular resolution with fewer antennas,
spatial diversity, and improved parameter identifiability by exploiting
waveform diversity [21]. In a colocated MIMO radar [23, 24], the
radar cross-section (RCS) is identical to closely-spaced antennas.
On the contrary, the antennas in a widely distributed MIMO radar
are sufficiently separated from each other such that the same target
projects a different RCS to each Tx-Rx pair; this spatial diversity
is advantageous in detecting targets with small backscatter and low
speed [25, 26]. The distributed system is also called statistical MIMO
radar because the path gain vectors in a distributed array are modeled
as independent statistical variables [25–28].
The increased DoFs, sharing of antennas, and higher dimensional
optimization exacerbate spectrum sharing in a joint MIMO-radar-
MIMO-communications (MRMC) architecture [17, 19]. Early works
on MRMC proposed null space projection (NSP) beamforming which
projects the colocated MIMO radar signals onto the nullspace of the
interference channel matrix from radar Tx to MIMO communications
Rx [29]. The MRMC processing techniques included matrix com-
pletion [12], single base station (BS) interference mitigation [29],
and switched small singular value space projection [11]. Among
waveforms, [8] analyzed orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) for MIMO radar to coexist with a communications system.
On the other hand, [13, 14] suggest optimal space-time transmit
waveforms for a colocated MIMO radar that is jointly designed with
point-to-point (P2P) MIMO communications codebook.
Nearly all of these works focus on single-user (SU) MIMO
communications and colocated MIMO radars. In order to generalize
MRMC, [18] investigated a novel constructive-interference-based pre-
coding optimization for colocated MIMO radar and DL MU multiple
input single-output (MISO) communications. This was later extended
to coexistence of MIMO radar with MU-MIMO communications [5]
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2through multiple radar transmit beamforming approaches that keep
the original modulation and communications data rate unaffected. In
quite a few recent studies [4, 30], either radar and communications
is in MIMO configuration.
Co-design with statistical MIMO radar remains relatively unex-
amined in these prior works. Whereas the model in [16] com-
prises widely distributed MIMO radar, it studies coexistence with
a simplistic P2P MIMO communications. Note that even the MIMO
communications considered in aforementioned works usually avoid
a joint UL-DL design and focus on only one of them. These studies
also sidestep investigations of full-duplex (FD) mode, even though it
is critical for fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks. In particular,
in-band FD (IBFD) MIMO communications allows UL and DL
to function on the same frequency band simultaneously, thereby
doubling the throughput of a traditional MIMO cellular system [31].
This challenging mode is successful only if the transmit signal
is suppressed below acceptable levels to prevent the receive chain
saturation. The BS used in the MRMC design of [3] operates in MU
FD mode and serves multiple DL and UL users simultaneously using
identical bandwidth and transmission times. However, the design
philosophy is that of coexistence with a colocated MIMO radar.
In this work, we address these gaps by proposing a co-design
for a statistical MIMO radar and IBFD MU-MIMO communications
system. As in most IBFD MU-MIMO systems [3, 31, 32], we assume
that BSs operate in FD while DL or UL user equipment (UE) in
half-duplex (HD) mode. Further, unlike many prior works that focus
on only one specific system goal and often in isolation with other
processing modules, we jointly design the UL/DL precoders, MIMO
radar waveform matrix, and linear receive filters (LRFs) for both
systems. Our novel approach exploits mutual information (MI) by
proposing a novel compounded-and-weighted sum MI (CWSM) to
measure the combined performance of the radar and communications
systems. When compared with similar MI-based studies in [3, 16,
32] that adopt different metrics for radar and communications, the
CWSM is reflective of the performance of both systems.
Our co-design also accounts for several practical constraints includ-
ing maximum UL/DL transmit power, QoS of the UL/DL quantified
by their respective minimum achievable rates, and peak-to-average-
power-ratio (PAR) of the MIMO radar waveform. Note that, despite
the operational importance of PAR in MIMO radar waveform design,
it has been rarely accounted for in earlier MRMC literature. To
address the challenges imposed by the non-convex CWSM maxi-
mization problem with several constraints, we develop an alternating
algorithm that incorporates both block coordinate descent (BCD) and
alternating projection (AP) methods. This BCD-AP MRMC method
breaks the original problem to less complex subproblems that are then
iteratively solved. Numerical experiments show quick, monotonic
convergence of our proposed algorithm. Using our optimized radar
codes, the target detection is enhanced up to 13% over conventional
radar waveforms at a given false alarm rate. Our optimized precoders
yield up to 30% higher rate than standard precoders.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we describe the system models of the statistical MIMO
radar and the IBFD-MIMO communications system, respectively.
In Section III, we formulate the co-design problem as a CWSM
maximization. We then present our BCD-AP MRMC procedure to
solve the optimization problem iteratively in Section IV. Finally, we
validate our proposed technique through numerical experiments in
Section V. We conclude in Section VI.
Notation: lowercase and uppercase letters in bold denote columns
and matrices, respectively, and lowercase letters in italics represent
scalars. We use I(X; Y) and H(X|Y) to denote, respectively,
MI and conditional entropy between two random variables X and
Fig. 1. Co-design system model comprising a statistical (widely distributed)
MIMO radar and IBFD MU-MIMO communications.
Y. The notation Y[k], y[k], and y[k] denote the value of time-
variant matrix Y, vector y and scalar y at discrete time index k,
respectively; 1N is a vector of size N with all ones; and C and R
represent sets of complex and real numbers, respectively; a circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) vector q with N elements
and power spectral density N0 is q ∼ CN (0,N0IN ); E[·] is the
statistical expectation; Tr{R}, R>, R†, |R|, R  0, and R(m,n)
are the trace, transpose, Hermitian transpose, determinant, positive
semi-definiteness and (m,n)th entry of matrix R, respectively; and
set Z+(L), x  y, x+, x(t)(·), inf and ⊕ denote {1, . . . , L},
component-wise inequality between vectors x and y, max(x, 0), the
tth iterate of an iterative function x(·), infimum, and direct sum,
respectively.
II. SPECTRAL CO-DESIGN SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a statistical MIMO radar whose goal is to detect a moving
target in a region that is coterminous with the cellular coverage of a
BS which receives data from I UL UEs while transmit it to J DL
UEs (Fig. 1) The Mr Tx and Nr Rx of the statistical MIMO radar are
located in a 2-D plane (x, y) along with the BS, the I UL UEs and the
J DL UEs at coordinates (xmr , ymr), mr ∈ Z+(Mr) and (xnr , ynr),
nr ∈ Z+(Nr), (xB, yB), (xni , yni), and (xnj , ynj ), n ∈ Z+(N),
respectively. In the sequel, we describe the system models of each
of these units in detail and then present the co-design formulation.
A. Statistical MIMO Radar System
Each radar Tx emits a pulse train of K pulses at a pulse repetition
interval (PRI) of Tr toward targets-of-interest; this yields a coherent
processing interval (CPI) of KTr. The pulse train corresponding to
the mrth Tx is modulated by the waveform code amr ∈ CK and the
MIMO radar code matrix is A =
[
a>[1]; · · · ; a>[K ]] ∈ CK×Mr ,
where a[k] = [a1[k], · · · , aMr [k]]> is a radar code vector transmitted
during the kth PRI. Each pulse duration is TP = Tr/N , where N ∈ Z
denotes the number of range cells/samples in a single PRI. The pulse
train emitted by the mr th Tx is
smr (t) =
K∑
k=1
amr,kφmr (t− (k − 1)Tr), (1)
where φmr(t) denotes the mr
th element of the narrowband transmit
waveform vector φ(t) = [φ1(t), . . . , φMr(t)]
> that satisfies the
orthonormality condition
∫
TP
φ(t)φ†(t)dt = IMr . The transmit
signal of all Tx are s(t) = [s1(t), · · · , sMr(t)]>.
We consider a near-field scenario where the target scenario has an
extended target composed of a large number of independent point-
like scatterers. The complex reflectivity of the extended target corre-
sponding to the mrth Tx - nrth Rx link hmrtnr is modeled as a CSCG
random variable hmrtnr ∼ CN (0, η2mrtnr), where η2mr tnr denotes the
average reflection power of the extended target; it remains constant
over the CPI as per the Swerling I (block fading) target model [21,
23]. Collect the target reflectivities with respect to all Txs observed at
the nrth radar Rx in a vector hrt,nr , [h1tnr , · · · , hMrtnr ]> ∈ CMr .
3The velocity of the target is the vector νt , (νx,t, νy,t), where
νx,t and νy,t are deterministic but unknown horizontal and vertical
velocity components in the 2-D plane. The Doppler frequency with
respect to the mrth Tx - nr th Rx pair is fmrtnr =
νx,t
λ
(cos θmrt +
cosφnrt) +
νy,t
λ
(sin θmrt + sinφnrt) [25], where λ denotes the
carrier wavelength, θmr and φnr are the angles of departure at the
mr
th Tx and angles of arrival at the nrth Rx, respectively. The
narrowband assumption of smr(t) allows us to approximate the
propagation delay arising from the reflection off an arbitrary scatterer
of the nrth extended target to that from the center of gravity of the
nr
th extended target, for all mr ∈ Z+(Mr) and nr ∈ Z+(Nr)
[21]. If center of gravity of the extended target is (xt, yt), then
the the propagation delay with respect to mrth Tx - nrth Rx is
ζmrtnr =
√
(xmr−xt)
2
+(ymr−yt)
2
c
+
√
(xnr−xt)
2
+(ynr−yt)
2
c
, where
c = 3×108 m/s is the speed of the light. The slow-motion assumption
of the target guarantees that ζmrtnr is constant during each CPI.
The baseband signal at the nrth Rx due to reflection off the target
during the observation time t ∈ [0,KTr] is
yt,nr (t) =
Mr∑
mr=1
hmrtnrsmr (t− ζmrtnr ) (2)
≈
Mr∑
mr=1
K∑
k=1
hmrtnramr,kφmr (t− (k − 1)Tr − ζmrtnr )ej2pitfmrtnr , (3)
where f ′mrtnr , fmrtnrTr is the normalized Doppler frequency and
the approximation in (3) follows from the “slow target”, i.e. f ′mrtnr
is constant within a pulse [25, 33]. Collect the exponential terms in a
vector qr,nr [k] =
[
ej2pi(k−1)f
′
1tnr , · · · , ej2pi(k−1)f ′Mrtnr
]>
∈ CMr
and Qr,nr [k] = diag(qr,nr [k]).
The received signal yr,nr(t) is sampled at the rate Fc = 1/Tc to
yield discrete-time samples yr,nr [n]. These are then processed by a
matched filter bank composed of Mr filters, where the mrth filter is
matched to the waveform φmr(t) [33]. The output of the matched
filter peaks at the time instant that corresponds to the range location
of the target; the range resolution is set by the pulse length TP [34].
Assuming that the range cells are aligned [24] across all Nr Rx, the
target is observed at the nth range cell, where n = bζmrtnr/TPc ∈
Z+{N} 1. At the matched filter bank output for the nr th Rx, denote
the received signal samples from a target observed at the nth range
cell by a vector yt,nr,n ∈ CK such that
yt,nr,n[k] = h
>
rt,nr
Qr,nr [k]a[k] , h>rt,nrsrt,nr [k], k = 1, · · · ,K. (4)
Note that we focus on the matched filter output at the nth range cell,
or cell under test (CUT), and therefore drop the cell index n in the
sequel. Here, define Sr,nr = [Qr,nr [1]a[1], · · · ,Qr,nr [K]a[K]].
In practice, apart from the target, the radar also receives echoes
from undesired targets or clutter such as buildings and forests. The
clutter echoes are treated as signal-dependent interference produced
by many independent and unambiguous point-like scatterers [28].
Denote the clutter trail at the CUT of nrth Rx by a K×1 vector yc,nr
whose covariance matrix (CM) is Rc,nr ∈ CK×K , with its (m, `)th
element being Rc,nr(m, `) = σ
2
c,nrρ
|m−`|
c , where σ2c,nr is the clutter
power observed by nrth Rx and ρ is a constant [28].
B. IBFD MU-MIMO Communications
Consider a FD BS equipped with Mc transmit and Nc receive
antennas. There are a total of I UL (J DL) UEs, which function in
HD mode simultaneously uploading (downloading) packets during a
predefined scheduling window. Every ith UL (j th DL) UE employs N ui
1In general, the statistical MIMO radar receiver employs data association
algorithms to ascertain the location and Doppler frequencies of each target
using echoes from all Tx-Rx pairs. These algorithms are beyond the scope of
this paper; we refer the reader to standard literature, e.g. [35], for details.
(N dj ) transmit-receive antennas. To achieve the maximum capacity of
the UL channels, assume Mc ≥∑Ii=1N ui [20]. To facilitate the co-
design, the length of the scheduling window is same as the radar CPI;
hence, the CPI should exceed the maximum latency required by the
UL or DL transmissions [36]. Further, the length of a UL/DL frame
is identical to the PRI and the duration of UL/DL symbols is same
as that of the radar pulses. It follows that the number of the frames
transmitted in a given window is K and the number of the symbols
sent in each frame is N . In this context, the MIMO radar and IBFD
MU-MIMO communications systems are fully synchronous [12].
Denote the number of data streams as Dui ≤ N ui . During the
lth symbol period of the kth frame, the ith UL UE sends a unit-
energy symbol vector du,i[k, l] ∈ CDui to the BS, where du,i[k, l]
is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) for i ∈ Z+{I },
k ∈ Z+{K}, and l ∈ Z+{N }. The precoder of ith UL UE for the
kth frame is the matrix Pu,i[k] ∈ CN ui×Dui so that the discrete-time
transmit signal at this UE is su,i[k, l] = Pu,i[k]du,i[k, l]. The UL
from the ith UL UE to the BS is a multiple access channel (MAC)
Hi,B ∈ CMc×N ui . The analog received signal is processed through
conventional stages such as downconversion, symbol rate sampling,
matched filtering, and time/frequency synchronization. The resulting
discrete-time received signal at the BS from the ith UL UE is [37]
yi,B[k, l] = Hi,Bsu,i[k, l]. (5)
At the ith UL UE, the simultaneous transmissions of the rest of UL
UEs lead to the multi-user interference (MUI)2
yum,i[k, l] =
∑
q 6=i
Hq,Bsu,q [k, l]. (6)
The CMs of yi,B[k, l] and yum,i[k, l] are
Ru,i[k, l] = Hi,BPu,i[k]P
†
u,i[k]H
†
i,B and Rum,i[k, l] =∑
g 6=i Hg,BPu,gPu,gH
†
g,B, respectively.
At the DL, the J UEs simultaneously download packets from the
BS. During the lth symbol period of the kth frame, the symbol vector
intended for the j th DL UE is dd,j [k, l] ∈ CDdj , i.i.d in k and l, where
Ddj ≤ min
(
Mc,N
d
j
)
denotes the number of unit-energy data streams.
Given the precoding matrix for the j th DL UE at the kth frame as
Pd,j [k] ∈ CMc×Ddj , the signal vector transmitted from the BS to the
j th DL UE is sd,j [k, l] = Pd,j [k]dd,j [k, l]. The channel between the
BS and the j th DL UE is a broadcast (BC) channel HB,j ∈ CN dj×Mc .
The HB,j is full rank for all j to achieve the highest spatial degrees of
freedom of the MIMO-BC channel [20]. After similar conventional
processing as in the BS above, the resulting discrete-time DL signal
at the j th DL UE is [37]
yB,j [k, l] = HB,jsd,j [k, l] + ydm,j [k, l], (7)
where ydm,j [k, l] = HB,j
∑
g 6=j sd,g[k, l] denotes the MUI of
the j th DL UE. Using the fact that the symbol vectors are
i.i.d., the CMs of yB,j [k, l] and ydm,j [k, l] are Rdm,j [k, l] =∑
g 6=j HB,jPd,g[k]P
†
B,g[k]H
†
B,j and RB,j [k, l] = Rdm,j [k, l] +
HB,jPd,j [k]P
†
d,j [k]H
†
B,j , respectively.
The FD transmission of the BS implies that its Rx is overlaid
with the DL signals which are transmitted over the self-interference
channel HBB ∈ CNc×Mc . The self-interfering signal at the BS Rx is
yBB[k, l] = HBB
J∑
j=1
Pd,j [k]dB,j [k, l]. (8)
In the simultaneous UL-DL transmissions, the channel from ith UL
UE to j th DL UE is Hi,j ∈ CN dj×N ui , with the CM RBB[k, l] =∑J
j=1 HBBPd,j [k]P
†
d,j [k]H
†
BB. Hence, the UL signal received at the
j th DL UE during the lth symbol period of the kth frame is
2The MU transmission here is via linear precoders which have lower
complexity than the optimal dirty paper coding [20].
4Fig. 2. The overlaid signal timing diagram for one CPI is illustrated where
the unit time scale is the pulse or symbol duration. For each MIMO radar
Rx, we focus on the nth range cell where the target is observed. The jth UE
is interfered by the radar probing signal during the symbol period when the
MIMO radar transmits pulses.
yu,j [k, l] =
I∑
i=1
Hi,jPu,i[k]du,i[k, l], (9)
with the CM Ru,j [k, l] =
∑I
i=1 Hi,jPu,i[k]P
†
u,i[k]H
†
i,j . Assume
perfect CSI at the Tx and Rx (CSITR) is available to the IBFD
MU-MIMO communications as well as radar. The elements of HB,j ,
Hi,B, Hi,j , and HB,B are distributed as CN
(
0, η2d,j
)
, CN (0, η2u,i),
CN (0, η2i,j), and CN (0, η2BB), respectively, for all i and j.
C. Joint Radar-Communications
In joint radar-communications, the radar Rx signal is overlaid with
the IBFD MU-MIMO communications signals leading to additional
challenges in target detection. Similarly, the radar probing signals
adversely impact the UL/DL rates. We now define the overlaid signals
at the MIMO radar Rx (with contributions from the target, clutter,
UL, direct DL, indirect DL, and noise) and BS (see Fig. 2).
The DL signal sd,j [k, l] is received at the nrth radar Rx through a
multi-path fading channel hBm,nr ∈ CMc ∼ CN
(
0, η2Bm,nrIMc
)
over
a CPI. Assume that the time delay between the BS and each radar
Rx is negligible. The DL signal at nrth radar Rx in kth PRI is
yBm,nr [k] = h
>
Bm,nr
ej2pi(k−1)fBmnr
J∑
j=1
sd,j [k, n+ 1], (10)
where fBmnr denotes the normalized channel Doppler frequency.
When a target is present, the nrth radar Rx also receives the echoes
of the DL signals reflected off the target through a reflection channel
hBt,nr ∼ CN
(
0, η2Bt,nrI
)
. Throughout this paper, we assume that
η2rt,nr and η
2
Bt,nr are perfectly known to the BS, all UEs and MIMO
radar Rxs. Without loss of generality, consider a fully synchronous
scenario, wherein sd,j [k] is reflected off the target before received
by the nrth radar Rx in each PRI over the channel hBt,nr . Denote
the target’s normalized Doppler frequency by fBt,nr . The target echo
from reflected DL signal at CUT of nrth radar Rx during kth PRI is
yBt,nr [k] = h
>
Bt,nr
ej2pi(k−1)fBtnr
J∑
j=1
sd,j [k, 1]. (11)
Note that the target information is embedded in only yBt,nr .
Hence, the effective number of antennas to detect the target is
M = Mc + Mr. The overall radar target channel matrix is
ht,nr =
[
h>rt,nr ,h
>
Bt,nr
]> ∈ CM whose CM is E[ht,nrh†t,nr] ,
Σt,nr = η
2
rt,nrI ⊕ η2Bt,nrI. Denote srt,nr [k] = Qr,nr [k]a[k] and
sBt,nr [k] = e
j2pi(k−1)fBtnr
∑J
j=1 sd,j [k], and define st,nr [k] =[
s>rt,nr [k], s
>
Bt,nr [k]
]>
= Jrsrt,nr [k] + JBsBt,nr [k], where Jr =
[IMr×Mr ; 0Mc×Mr ] ∈ RM×Mr and JB = [0Mr×Mc ; IMc×Mc ] ∈
RM×Mc . Combining the echoes from the DL link and the radar Tx,
the target signal becomes
yt,nr [k] , h>rt,nrsrt,nr [k] + h
>
Bt,nrsBt,nr [k]. (12)
For a given CPI, denote yBm,nr , [yBm,nr(1), · · · , yBm,nr(K )]>
and yBt,nr , [yBt,nr(1), · · · , yBt,nr(K )]>. The CMs of yBm,nr and
yt,nr are, respectively, RBm,nr and Rt,nr such that
RBm,nr (m, `) , E
[
yBm,nr [m]y
∗
Bm,nr
[`]
]
= η2Bm,nre
j2pi(m−`)fBmnr
J∑
j=1
s†d,j(`, n+ 1)
J∑
j=1
sd,j(m,n+ 1),
and
Rt,nr (m, `) , E
[
yt,nr [m]y
∗
t,nr [`]
]
= η2rt,nrs
†
rt,nr [`]srt,nr [m] + η
2
Bt,nrs
†
Bt,nr
[`]sBt,nr [m].
Similarly, the UL signals are also intercepted by the nrth radar Rx
throughout the CPI and the ones observed at the CUT of the nrth
radar Rx are (n+ 1)th symbols, i.e. su,i[k] for all i and k. However,
unlike the DL model, the transmit power of UL UEs is relatively
low. Therefore, it is possible to ignore the reflections of UL signals
off the targets. The channel from ith UL UE to nrth MIMO radar Rx
is hi,nr ∼ CN
(
0, η2i,nrIN ui
)
, i.i.d in i and nr. The UL signal at the
CUT of the nrth radar Rx during the kth PRI is
yU,nr [k] =
I∑
i=1
h>i,nre
j2pi(k−1)fi,nr su,i[k], (13)
where fi,nr denotes the normalized channel Doppler shift. Combining
the UL signals for all K PRIs yields the total UL received sample
vector for the nrth radar Rx as yU,nr = [yU,nr(1), · · · , yU,nr(K )]>,
with the CM RU,nr , whose (m, `)
th element is
RU,nr (m, `) ,E
[
yU,nr [m]y
†
U,nr
[`]
]
=
I∑
i=1
η2i,nre
j2pi(m−`)fi,nr s†i,nr [`, n+ 1]si,nr [m,n+ 1].
Denote the CSCG noise vector at the nrth radar Rx by zr,nr ∈
CN (0, σ2r,nrI). Combining this noise with (10), (12), clutter trail,
and (13), the receive signal at the CUT of the nrth radar Rx is
yr,nr = yt,nr + yc,nr + yBm,nr + yU,nr + zr,nr︸ ︷︷ ︸
yrin,nr
, (14)
where yrin,nr represents the interference-plus-noise (IN) component of
yr,nr . The CMs of yin,nr and yr,nr are R
r
in,nr , Rc,nr +RBm,nr +
RUr,nr + σ
2
r,nrI and Rr,nr = Rt,nr + R
r
in,nr , respectively.
Over the course of the CPI, the radar probing pulses interfere with
the BS and DL UEs intermittently. As shown in Fig. 2, the j th DL
UE receives the radar signals radiated by the mrth radar Tx through
a fading channel hmr,j within the 1
st symbol period of each frame.
Because of relatively small effective antenna apertures of the DL
UEs, the radar signal reflected by the target toward the DL UEs is
ignored. Denote the channel matrix from the Mr MIMO radar Txs
to the j th DL UE by Hr,j , [h1,j , · · · ,hMr,j ], where hmr,j ∼
CN
(√
κ
κ+1
µmr,j ,
η2mr,j
κ+1
IN dj
)
, where κ denotes the K-factor, and
µmr,j the specular path gains, and η
2
mr,j the variances of the scattered
path for all mr and j. The radar signal intercepted by the j th DL UE
at the lth symbol period of the kth frame is
yr,j [k, l] =
{
Hr,jak, l = 1,
0, l 6= 1, (15)
where Hr,j along with its channel Doppler is usually estimated by
transmitting known training symbols [12]. Then, the CM of yr,j [k, l]
is Rr,j [k, 1] = Hr,jaka†kH
†
r,j . Combining (7), (9), and (15) with
noise, the received signal at the j th DL UE is
yd,j [k, l] = yB,j [k, l] + yu,j [k, l] + yr,j [k, l] + zd,j [k, l], (16)
5where zd,j [k, l] is the CSCG noise vector at the j th DL UE, i.i.d in
k and l. The CM of yd,j [k, l] is Rdj [k, l] = RB,j[k, l] + R
d
in,j [k, l],
where Rdin,j [k, l] = Rdm,j [k, l] + RU,j [k, l] + Rr,j [k, l] + σ
2
j IN dj
denotes the IN CM of yj [k, l].
Unlike the DL UEs, the BS is equipped with an antenna array with
a higher gain and larger aperture. Therefore, it captures the radar
signals reflected off the target and clutter. The radar signals reflected
off the target and clutter toward the BS Rx during the (n+ 1)th
symbol period of each frame interfere with the BS throughout the
CPI (see Fig. 2). Denote the channel matrix between the Mr MIMO
radar Txs and the BS Rx as HrB = [h1,B, · · · ,hMr,B] ∈ CM c×Mr ,
where hmr,B ∼ CN
(√
κ
κ+1
µmr,B,
η2mr,B
κ+1
IN dj
)
. The radar signals
observed at the BS for the lth symbol period of the kth frame is
yrB[k, l] =
{
HrBak, l = n+ 1,
0, l 6= n+ 1, (17)
whose CM is RrB[k] = HrBaka†kH
†
rB. The CSCG noise vector mea-
sured at the BS Rx is zB[k, l] ∼ CN
(
0, σ2BIMc
)
. Then, combining
this noise trail with (5), (6), (8), and (17), the received signal at the
BS Rx required to decode su,i[k, l] is
yu,i[k, l] = yi,B[k, l] + yum,i[k, l] + yBB[k, l] + yrB[k, l] + zB[k, l].
The CMs of IN at the ith UL UE is Ruin,i[k, l] = R
u
um,i[k, l] +
RBB[k, l] + RrB[k, l] + σ
2
BIMc and that of yu,i[k, l] as R
u
i [k, l] =
Ri,B[k, l] + R
u
in,i[k, l].
The yrB[k, l] and yr,j [k, l] are non-zero only when l = n + 1
and l = 1, respectively. Therefore, we focus on the performances of
DL and UL at the (n+ 1)th and 1st symbol periods of each frame,
respectively. In the sequel, for notational simplicity, we omit the
symbol period index l.
III. CWSM MAXIMIZATION
The performance metrics to design radar and communications
systems are not identical because of different system goals. For
example, in general, a communications system strives to achieve
high data rates while a radar performs detection, estimation, and
tracking. Some recent works [17, 19] suggest MI as a common
performance metric. The MI is a well-studied metric in MU-MIMO
communications for transmit precoder design [38]. The seminal work
on radar waveform design metric by [39] originally proposed MI as
a measure of radar performance. Later, MI-based waveform design
was also extended to MIMO radars [27, 28]. It has been shown
[27] that maximizing the MI between the radar received signal and
the target response leads to a better detection performance in the
presence of the Gaussian noise. For our co-design, we propose a
more effective common performance measure by combining the MI-
based information theoretic perspective of radar waveform design
with the conventional weighted sum rate maximization for MU-
MIMO systems into a new CWSM metric.
To derive CWSM, denote the LRF at the nrth MIMO radar Rx
by Ur,nr = [ur,nr(1), · · · ,ur,nr(K )] ∈ CM×K . Define St,nr =
[st,nr(1), · · · , st,nr(K )]. Passing (14) through the LRF Ur,nr gives
y˜r,nr = Ur,nrSt,nrht,nr︸ ︷︷ ︸
y˜t,nr
+ Ur,nryin,nr︸ ︷︷ ︸
y˜in,nr
=
K∑
k=1
ur,nr [k]
{
yt,nr [k] + yin,nr [k]
}
. (18)
Since ht,nr holds the target information, the MI between y˜r,nr and
ht,nr conditioned on the radar code matrix A is derived using chain
rule as [40]
Ir,nr , I (y˜r,nr ; ht,nr |A) = H (y˜r,nr |A)−H (y˜r,nr |ht,nr ,A)
= H (y˜r,nr |A)−H (y˜t,nr |ht,nr ,A)−H
(
y˜in,nr |ht,nr ,A
)
= H (y˜r,nr |A)−H
(
y˜in,nr |A
)
, (19)
where the last equality holds because y˜in,nr completely depends on
A such that H (y˜t,nr |ht,nr) and ht,nr as well as y˜in,nr and htt,nr are
mutually independent. By the definition of the conditional differential
entropy with the Gaussian noise [40], we get
H (y˜r,nr |A) = %+ log
∣∣Ur,nrRr,nrU†r,nr ∣∣,
H
(
y˜in,nr |A
)
= %+ log
∣∣Ur,nrRin,nrU†r,nr ∣∣,
where the constant % = K log(pi) +K. This leads to
Ir,nr = log
∣∣∣Ur,nr(Rt,nr + Rin,nr)U†r,nr ∣∣∣∣∣∣Ur,nrRin,nrU†r,nr ∣∣∣
= log
∣∣∣I + Ur,nrRt,nrU†r,nr(Ur,nrRin,nrU†r,nr)−1∣∣∣. (20)
The LRFs deployed at the BS for the ith UL UE and the j th DL UE
during the kth frame are Uu,i[k] ∈ Cdui×Nc and Ud,j [k] ∈ Cddj×N ui ,
respectively. Denote the outputs of Uu,i[k] and Ud,j [k] by y˜u,i[k]
and y˜d,j [k], respectively. The MI between y˜u,i[k] and si,B[k] is
Iu,i[k] , I (si,B[k, l]; y˜i[k, l]|Hi,B) =
log
∣∣∣∣I + Uu,i[k]Rui [k]U†u,i[k](Uu,i[k]Ruin,i[k]U†u,i[k])−1∣∣∣∣, (21)
and that between y˜d,j [k] and sB,j [k] is
Id,j [k, l] , I(sB,j [k]; y˜j [k, l]|HB,j) =
log
∣∣∣∣I + Ud,j [k]Rdj [k]U†d,j [k](Ud,j [k]Rdin,j [k]U†d,j [k])−1∣∣∣∣. (22)
The weighted sum of the MIs at all radar Rxs, BS, and DL UEs for
the entire CPI is the CWSM
ICWSM =
Nr∑
nr=1
αrnr Ir,nr +
K∑
k=1
I∑
i=1
αuiI
u
i [k] +
K∑
k=1
J∑
j=1
αdjI
d
j [k], (23)
where αrnr , α
u
i , and α
d
j are pre-defined priority weights given to the
nr
th MIMO radar Rx, ith UL UE and j th DL UE, respectively, for all
nr, i, and j [31, 41, 42].
Define the set of all UL and DL precoders as
{P} , {Pu,i[k],Pd,j [k]|i ∈ Z+{I}, j ∈ Z+{J}, k ∈ Z+{K}}
and the set of all LRFs at BS Rx, DL UEs, and radar Rxs as {U} ,
{Uu,i[k],Ud,j [k],Ur,nr |i ∈ Z+{I}, j ∈ Z+{J}, k ∈ Z+{K}, nr ∈
Z+{Nr}}. Assume that the DL and UL link budgets mandate
maximum power as PB and PU, respectively. The j th DL and ith UL
transmit powers at the kth frame are Pd,j = Tr
{
Pd,j [k]P
†
d,j [k]
}
and Pu,i = Tr
{
Pu,i[k]P
†
u,i[k]
}
, respectively; these must be smaller
than the link budget powers. Denote the least acceptable achievable
rates for the UL and DL by RUL and RDL, respectively; these
determine the QoS of the IBFD MU-MIMO.
Then, we jointly design the UL/DL precoding matrices {P},
radar code matrix A, and LRFs {U} by maximizing CWSM in the
following optimization problem
maximize
{P},{U},A
ICWSM({U}, {P},A) (24a)
subject to
J∑
j=1
PB,j [k] ≤ PB, (24b)
Pu,i ≤ PU, (24c)
Ru,i[k] ≥ RUL, (24d)
Rd,j [k] ≥ RDL, (24e)
‖amr‖2 = Pr,mr , (24f)
K maxk=1,··· ,K |amr [k]|2
Pr,mr
≤ γmr , ∀ i, j, k,mr, (24g)
where the constraints (24f) and (24g) are determined by the transmit
power and PAR of the mrth MIMO radar Tx, respectively. Note that
the PAR constraint is applied column-wise to the code matrix A
because antennas of statistical MIMO radar are widely distributed.
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Even without non-convex constraints (24d)-(24g), the optimiza-
tion in (24) is non-convex because the objective function ICWSM is
not jointly concave over {P}, {U}, and A, and therefore its global
optima are generally intractable [42]. In general, such a problem
is solved by alternately optimizing over one unknown variable at
a time. When the number of variables is large, methods such as
BCD partition the all optimization variables into, say, V small
groups or blocks and optimize over each block, one at a time, while
keeping other block variables fixed [43]. The net effect is that the
problem is equivalently solved by iteratively solving less complex V
subproblems. If there are only two blocks of variables, BCD reduces
to the classical alternating minimization method [43, 44].
It has been shown [45, 46] that BCD converges globally to a sta-
tionary point for both convex and non-convex problems while meth-
ods such as Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
and Douglas-Rachford Splitting (DRS) achieve only linear conver-
gence for strictly convex and some non-convex (e.g. multi-convex)
problems. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) used to address
saddle point problems has a slower convergence rate than BCD and
offers only weak convergence for non-convex problems [46].
A natural way to group the block coordinate variables to solve (24)
is to make blocks of {P}, A, and {U}. At each iteration, we apply
direct update [43], i.e. maximize ICWSM for all the block variables.
Further, we update the block variables in a cyclic sequence because
its global and local convergence has been well-established [15, 43]
compared to other sequential update rules3. In particular, we adopt
the Gauss-Seidel BCD [43], which minimizes the objective function
cyclically over each block while keeping the other blocks fixed.
A summary of our strategy is as follows. Note that {P} is
subject to only communications-centric constraints (24b)-(24e) and
A to both radar-centric PAR and communications-centric constraints
(24f)-(24g). We denote the sets of feasible A determined by the
communications-centric and PAR constraints by Ac and Ar, respec-
tively. Therefore, the optimal solution A? is a point in the intersection
of Ac and Ar, namely, A? ⊆ Ac ∩ Ar. The AP method [47, 48]
is appropriate to perform this search for A?. We first transform
the ICWSM maximization problem in (24) to a weighted minimum
mean-squared-error (WMMSE) minimization problem without the
PAR constraints in Section IV-A. The concept of maximizing in-
formation theoretic quantities via WMMSE has been explored for
precoder design in MIMO communications [31, 38] with better results
than techniques like geometric programming. These low complexity
methods guarantee convergence to at least a local optimum [38].
In Section IV-B, we then employ BCD in our proposed WMMSE-
MRMC algorithm to solve for the optimal A in Ac, which we
denote as A′, and the optimal {P?}. Then, using AP, we project
each column of A′ onto Ar in Section IV-C. The WMMSE-MRMC
and AP procedures comprise the overall BCD-AP MRMC algorithm
(Section IV-D) and are repeated recursively till convergence.
A. Relationship between WMMSE and MI
Recall CWSM maximization in (24) without PAR constraints, i.e.,
maximize
{P},{U},A
ICWSM({U}, {P},A) subject to (24b)− (24d). (25)
To estimate error in radar processing, the output of LRF at each
receiver is compared with the corresponding radar target channel.
For error in communications, the LRF output should be compared
with the symbol vector. Hence, define the mean squared error (MSE)
for the nrth radar Rx, ith UL UE, and j th DL UE as
3Recently, randomized BCD has also gained more attention when the
sequences or iterates generated by BCD are divergent; otherwise, cyclic BCD
may still outperform the randomized BCD [45].
Er,nr =E
[(
ht,nr −Ur,nryrnr
)(
ht,nr −Ur,nryrnr
)†]
=Σt,nr − 2Ur,nrSt,nrΣt,nr + Ur,nrRr,nrU†r,nr , (26)
Eu,i[k] = E
[
(du,i[k]−Uu,i[k]yu,i[k])(du,i[k]−Uu,i[k]yu,i[k])†
]
= I− 2Uu,i[k]Hi,BPu,i[k] + Uu,i[k]Rui [k]U†u,i[k], (27)
Ed,j [k] = E
[(
dd,j [k]−Ud,j [k]yd,j [k]
)(
dd,j [k]−Ud,j [k]yd,j [k]
)†]
= I− 2Ud,j [k]HB,jPd,j [k] + Ud,j [k]Rdj [k]U†d,j [k], (28)
where the expectations are taken with respect to ht,nr , du,i[k], and
dd,j [k], respectively. Denote the contributions of errors in (26),
(27), and (28) through symmetric weight matrices Wr,nr  0,
Wu,i[k]  0, and Wd,j [k]  0, respectively, in the weighted-sum
mean-squared-error (WMSE) defined as
Ξwmse ,
K∑
k=1
I∑
i=1
αui Tr {Wu,i[k]Eu,i[k]}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ΞUL
+
Nr∑
nr=1
αrnr Tr {Wr,nrEr,nr}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ξr
+
K∑
k=1
J∑
j=1
αdj Tr
{
Wd,j [k]Ed,j [k]
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ΞDL
. (29)
The Wu,i[k]Eu,i[k], Wd,j [k]Ed,j [k] and Wr,nrEr,nr used in the
WMSE above are obtained in (30), (31) and (32) shown on top of
the next page. Minimizing this WMSE is the key to solving a difficult
non-convex problem in (25), as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Solving the problem
minimize
{P},{U},A,{W}
Ξwmse({U}, {P},A, {W}), (33)
subject to (24b)− (24d)
yields the exact solution of the problem (25).
Proof: Using WMMSE optimization [31, 38], we solve (33) for
{U} to obtain
U?r,nr = arg minUr,nr ,∀nr
Tr {Wr,nrEr,nr}
= Σt,nrS
†
t,nr
(
St,nrΣt,nrS
†
t,nr
+ Rin,nr
)−1
, (34)
U?u,i[k] = arg min
Uu,i[k],∀i,k,l
Tr {Wu,i[k]Eu,i[k]}
= P†u,i[k]Hi,B(R
u
i [k, l])
−1, (35)
and
U?d,j [k] = arg min
Ud,j [k],∀j,k,l
Tr
{
Wd,j [k]Ed,j [k]
}
= P†d,j [k]H
†
B,j
(
Rdj [k]
)−1
. (36)
Substituting U?r,nr , U
?
u,i[k], and U
?
d,j [k] into MIs in (20)-(22) and
MSEs in (26)-(28) yields, respectively, the achievable rates and
minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) of nrth radar Rx, ith UL UE,
and j th DL UE as
Rrnr = log
∣∣∣I + St,nrΣt,nrS†t,nrR−1in,nr ∣∣∣, (37a)
Ru,i[k] = log
∣∣∣I + Ri,B[k](Ruin,i[k])−1∣∣∣, (37b)
Rd,j [k] = log
∣∣∣I + RB,j [k](Rdin,j [k])−1∣∣∣, (37c)
E?r,nr = Σt,nr
[
I− S†t,nr
(
Rrnr
)−1
St,nrΣt,nr
]
, (37d)
E?i,B[k] = I−P†u,i[k]H†i,B(Rui [k])−1Hi,BPu,i[k], (37e)
and
E?B,j [k] = I−P†d,j [k]H†B,j
(
Rd,j [k]
)−1
HB,jPd,j [k]. (37f)
Recall the data processing inequality [40, p.34] which implies
that Rrnr , Ru,i[k], and Rd,j [k] are the upper bounds of I
r
nr ,
I ui [k], and I
d
j [k], for all nr, i, and j. It follows that {U?} ,
7Wu,i[k]Eu,i[k] =Wu,i[k]I− 2Wu,i[k]Uu,i[k]Hi,BPu,i[k] + Wu,i[k]Uu,i[k]Hi,BPu,i[k]P†u,i[k]H†i,BU†u,i[k]
+ Wu,i[k]Uu,i[k]
∑
q 6=i
Hq,BPu,q [k]P
†
u,q [k]H
†
q,B +
J∑
j=1
HBBPd,j [k]P
†
d,j [k]H
†
BB + HrBa[k]a
†[k]H†rB
U†u,i[k], (30)
Wd,j [k]Ed,j [k] =Wd,j [k]I− 2Wu,i[k]Ud,j [k]HB,jPd,j [k] + Wd,j [k]Ud,j [k]HB,jPd,j [k]P†d,j [k]H†B,jU†d,j [k]
+ Wd,j [k]Ud,j [k]
∑
g 6=j
HB,jPu,q [k]P
†
u,q [k]H
†
B,j +
I∑
i=1
Hi,jPu,i[k]P
†
u,i[k]H
†
i,j + Hr,ja[k]a
†[k]H†r,j
U†d,j [k], (31)
and Wr,nrEr,nr =Wr,nrE
(ht,nr − K∑
k=1
ur,nr [k]
{
yrt,nr [k] + yin,nr [k]
})(
ht,nr −
K∑
k=1
ur,nr [k]
{
yrt,nr [k] + yin,nr [k]
})†
=Wr,nrΣt,nr − 2Wr,nr
K∑
k=1
ur,nr [k]s
>
t,nr
[k]Σt,nr + Wr,nr
K∑
m=1
K∑
`=1
ur,nr [m]s
>
t,nr
[m]Σt,nrs
∗
t,nr
[`]u†r,nr [`]
+ Wr,nr
K∑
m=1
K∑
`=1
ur,nr [m](RBm,nr (m, `) + RU,nr (m, `) + Rc,nr (m, `) + σnr )u
†
r,nr [`]. (32){
U?r,nr ,U
?
u,i[k],U
?
d,j [k],∀{nr, i, j}
}
is also the optimal solution
of (25) and, in turn, the original problem (24), whose additional
constraints do not affect the solution for {U}.
Using the Woodbury matrix identity [49], the achievable rate
is related to the MMSE matrix as Ru,i[k] = log
∣∣∣(E?i,B[k])−1∣∣∣,
Rd,j [k] = log
∣∣∣(E?B,j [k])−1∣∣∣, and Rrnr = log∣∣∣Σt,nr(E?r,nr)−1∣∣∣.
Define
Ξ′wmse = Ξwmse −
Nr∑
nr=1
αrnr (Σt,nr log|Wr,nr |+M )−
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1
αui(log|Wu,i[k]|+Dui ) +
J∑
j=1
αdj
(
log
∣∣Wd,j [k]∣∣+Ddj)
.
Applying the first order optimal condition [50] with respect to
{W} produces the optimal weight matrices {W?} as W?u,i[k] =
(Eu,i[k])
−1, W?d,j [k] = (Ed,j [k])
−1, and W?r,nr = (Er,nr)
−1 for
all {nr, i, j}. Substituting {W?} and {U?} in Ξ′wmse results in
Ξ′wmse =
K∑
k=1
−
J∑
j=1
αdj log
∣∣∣(E?B,j [k])−1∣∣∣
−
I∑
i=1
αui log
∣∣∣(E?i,B[k])−1∣∣∣
}
− αr
Nr∑
nr=1
log
∣∣∣(E?r,nr)−1∣∣∣
=
K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1
αdjRd,j [k] +
I∑
i=1
αuiRu,i[k]
+
Nr∑
nr=1
αrnrRr,nr , (38)
which leads to
Ξ′wmse({U?}, {W?}, {P},A) = −ICWSM({U?}, {P},A). (39)
This demonstrates that maximizing ICWSM is equal to minimizing
Ξ′wmse using the WMMSE receive filters {U?}. Since only Ξwmse de-
pends on {P} and A, minimizing Ξ′wmse is equivalent to maximizing
ICWSM with respect to {P} and A. This completes the proof.
Define WMMSE, Ξwmmse({P},A) ,
Ξwmse({U?}, {W?}{P},A). Substituting {U?} and {W?},
the problem in (33) becomes
minimize
{P},A
Ξwmmse({P},A) subject to (24b)− (24d). (40)
As explained next, we address this problem using coordinate descent.
B. WMMSE-MRMC
In order to solve (40), we iterate over all UL precoders Pu,i[k]
for i ∈ Z+{I}, DL precoders Pd,j [k] for j ∈ Z+{J}, and the radar
code vectors a[k] for k ∈ Z+{K}, using the Lagrange dual method
to find a closed form solution to each variable. These steps constitutes
our WMMSE-MRMC algorithm.
1) Lagrange dual solution: Denote the Lagrange multiplier
vectors with respect to constraints (24b)-(24d), respectively, as
λDL , [λd[1], · · · , λd[K ]]>, λUL , [λu,1[1], · · · , λu,I [K ]]>, µDL ,
[µd,1[1], · · · , µd,J [K ]]>, and µUL , [µu,1[1], · · · , µu,I [K ]]>. De-
fine UL power vector pUL , [Pu,1[1], · · · ,Pu,I [K ]]>, DL power
vector pDL ,
[∑J
j=1 Pd,j [1], · · · ,
∑J
j=1 Pd,j [K ]
]>
, rUL ,, UL
rate vector [Ru,1[1], · · · ,Ru,I [K ]]>, and DL rate vector rDL ,
[Rd,1[1], · · · ,Rd,J [K ]]>. The Lagrangian associated with (40) is
L({P},A,λ,µ) = Ξwmmse + λ>DL(pDL − PB1) + λ>UL(pUL − PU1)
− µ>DL(rDL − RDL1)− µ>UL(rUL − RUL1). (41)
Define λ =
[
λ>DL,λ
>
UL
]>
and µ =
[
µ>DL,µ
>
UL
]>
. The Lagrange dual
function of L(·) is D(λ,µ) = inf
{P},A
L({P},A,λ,µ). With these
definitions, we state the following theorem to solve (40).
Theorem 2. Linearize, using Taylor series approximation, Ru,i[k]
and Rd,j [k], ∀{i, j, k} in the QoS constraints of problem (40). Then,
the solution of the resulting problem is equivalent to that of its
Lagrange dual problem
maximize D(λ,µ) subject to λ  0,µ  0. (42)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Next, we find closed form solutions to Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k].
From Appendix B, the gradients of Lagrangian L(·) with respect to
Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k] are, respectively,
∇Pu,i[k]L = ∇Pu,i[k]ΞUL +∇Pu,i[k]ΞDL +∇Pu,i[k]Ξr + λu,i[k]Pu,i[k]
−
J∑
g=1
µu,g [k]∇Pu,i[k]Rd,g [k]−
I∑
q=1
µu,g [k]∇Pu,i[k]Ru,q [k],
∇Pd,j [k]L = ∇Pd,j [k]ΞUL +∇Pd,j [k]ΞDL +∇Pd,j [k]Ξr + λd[k]Pd,j [k]
−
J∑
g=1
µu,g [k]∇Pd,j [k]Rd,g [k]−
I∑
q=1
µu,q [k]∇Pd,j [k]Ru,q [k],
and
∇a[k]L = ∇a[k]ΞUL +∇a[k]ΞDL +∇a[k]Ξr,
−
J∑
j=1
µd,j [k]∇a[k]Rd,j [k]−
I∑
i=1
µu,i[k]∇a[k]Ru,i[k].
The closed form solutions to P?u,i[k], P
?
d,j [k], and a
′[k] are ob-
tained by solving equations OP?u,i[k]L = 0, OP?d,j [k]L = 0, and
Oa′[k]L = 0, respectively. After some algebraic computations on
the aforementioned equations and using ξUL[k] and ξd,g[k] from
Appendix B, we obtain three Sylvester equations Au,i[k]P?u,i[k] +
P?u,i[k]Bu,i[k] = Cu,i[k], Ad,j [k]P
?
d,j [k]+P
?
d,j [k]Bd,j [k] = Cd,j [k],
and Ar[k]a′[k] + a′[k]Br[k] = Cr[k], where
8Au,i[k] =H
†
i,BξUL[k]Hi,B +
J∑
g=1
H†i,gξd,g [k]Hi,g + λu,i[k]I,
Bu,i[k] =
Nr∑
nr=1
η2i,nrdu,i[k]ξnr (k, k)d
†
u,i[k],
Cu,i[k] =
I∑
q=1
µu,q [k]∇Pu,i[k]Ru,q [k] +
J∑
g=1
µu,g [k]∇Pu,i[k]Rd,g [k]
−
Nr∑
nr=1
η2i,nr
K∑
m 6=k
Pu,i[m]du,i[m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
u,i[k],
Ad,j [k] =H
†
BBξUL[k]HBB +
J∑
g=1
H†B,gξd,g [k]HB,g + λd[k]I,
Bd,j [k] =
Nr∑
nr=1
η2Bt,nrdd,j [k]ξnr (k, k)d
†
d,j [k],
+
Nr∑
nr=1
dd,j [k]ξnr (k, k)d
†
d,j [k],
Cd,j [k] =
I∑
q=1
µu,q [k]∇Pd,j [k]Ru,q [k] +
J∑
g=1
µu,g [k]∇Pd,j [k]Rd,g [k]
−
Nr∑
nr=1
J>B Σt,nr
K∑
m=1
st,nr [m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
d,j [k]
−
Nr∑
nr
K∑
m 6=k
J∑
g=1
Pd,g [m]dd,g [m]ξnr (m, k)η
2
Bm,nrd
†
d,j [k]
−
Nr∑
nr=1
J∑
g 6=j
Pd,g [k]dd,g [k]ξnr (k, k)η
2
Bm,nrd
†
d,j [k],
Ar[k] =H
†
rBξUL[k]HrB +
J∑
j=1
H†r,jξd,j [k]Hr,j ,
Br[k] =
Nr∑
nr=1
η2rt,nrξnr (k, k),
and Cr[k] =
I∑
i=1
µu,i[k]∇a[k]Ru,i[k] +
J∑
j=1
µd,j [k]∇a[k]Rd,j [k]
−
Nr∑
nr=1
Q†r,nr [k]J
>
r Σt,nr
K∑
m6=k
st,nr [m]ξnr (m, k).
The solutions to these Sylvester equations with respect to P?u,i[k],
P?d,j [k], and a
′[k] are obtained as [49]
vec
(
P?u,i[k]
)
=
(
I⊗Au,i[k] + B>u,i[k]⊗ I
)−1
vec(Cu,i[k]), (44a)
vec
(
P?d,j [k]
)
=
(
I⊗Ad,j [k] + B>d,j [k]⊗ I
)−1
vec
(
Cd,j [k]
)
, (44b)
and a′[k] =
[
I⊗Ar[k] + B>r [k]⊗ I
]−1
Cr[k], ∀ i, j, k. (44c)
In order to determine P?u,i[k], P
?
d,j [k], and a
′[k], we need to find the
optimal λ? and µ?.
2) Subgradient method for precoders: We employ the sub-gradient
method [50] to find λ? and µ? sequentially, where at the tth iteration,
the updated values are [42]
λ
(t+1)
u,i [k] =
[
λ
(t)
u,i [k] + β
(t)
u,i [k]
(
Tr
{
P
(t)
u,i [k]
(
P
(t)
u,i [k]
)†}
− PU
)]+
,
(45a)
λ
(t+1)
d [k] =
λ(t)d [k] + β(t)d [k]
 J∑
j=1
Tr
{
P
(t)
d,j [k]
(
P
(t)
d,j [k]
)†}
− PB
+,
(45b)
µ
(t+1)
u,i [k] =
[
µ
(t)
u,i [k] + ε
(t)
u,i [k]
(
RUL − R(t)u,i [k]
)]+
, (45c)
and
µ
(t+1)
d,j [k] =
[
µ
(t)
d,j [k] + ε
(t)
d,j [k]
(
RDL − R(t)d,j [k]
)]+
, (45d)
where β(t)u,i [k] , 1/t, β
(t)
d [k] , 1/t, ε
(t)
u,i [k] , 1/t, and ε
(t)
d,j [k] , 1/t
denote the step sizes of the tth iteration for λ(t)u,i [k], λ
(t)
d [k], µ
(t)
u,i [k],
and µ(t)d,j [k], respectively, P
(t)
u,i [k], P
(t)
d,j [k], R
(t)
u,i [k], R
(t)
d,j [k], and
Ξ
(t)
wmmse the tth iterates of Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], Ru,i[k], Rd,j [k], and
Ξwmmse, respectively. Note that P
(t)
u,i [k] and P
(t)
d,j [k] are obtained by
replacing λu,i[k] and µu,i[k] with λ
(t)
u,i [k] and µ
(t)
u,i [k] in (44a) as well
as λd[k] and µd,j [k] with λ
(t)
d [k] and µ
(t)
d,j [k] in (44b), respectively.
Algorithms 1 and 2 summarize the steps of sub-gradient based
algorithms to find λ? and µ?, respectively. Here, (·)(`,ι,t) denotes
the iterate of a variable at the `th, ιth, and tth iterations of BCD-AP
MRMC, WWMSE-MRMC and subgradient algorithms. The variables
tu,max and td,max denote the maximum iterations and
{
P(`,ι,0)
}
,{
P
(`,ι,0)
u,i [k],P
(`,ι,0)
d,j [k], ∀{i, j, k}
}
. As the sub-gradient method is
not descent-based and Ξ(t)wmmse may increase at certain iterations [42],
λ?u,i[k], µ
?
u,i[k], λ
?
d [k], and µ
?
d,j [k] are employed to keep track of
λ
(t)
u,i [k], µ
(t)
u,i [k], λ
(t)
d [k], and µ
(t)
d,j [k], that yield the minimum Ξ
(t)
wmmse
in the current iteration, i.e. Ξminwmmse.
Algorithm 1 Subgradient approach to solve (42) for UL UE
Input:
{
P(`,ι)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
, tu,max
Output: P(`,ι)u,i [k], µ
?
u,i[k]
1: Initialize λ(0)u,i [k] = 1, µ
(0)
u,i [k] = 1,
{
P(`,ι,0)
}
=
{
P(`,ι)
}
2: Ξ(0)wmmse,R
(0)
u,i [k]
(29),(37b)←−−−−−−
{
P(`,ι)
}
,A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
3: Set the iteration index t = 1
4: repeat
5:
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
←
{
P(`,ι,t−1)
}
, β(t)u,i [k]← 1/t, ε(t)u,i [k]← 1/t
6: Update λ(t)u,i [k] via (45a) with P
(`,ι,t−1)
u,i [k] and λ
(t−1)
u,i [k],
µ
(t)
u,i [k] via (45c) with β
(t−1)
u,i [k] and R
(t−1)
u,i [k],
7: Set P˜u,i[k] = P
(`,ι,t−1)
u,i [k]; update P
(`,ι,t)
u,i [k] via (44a) with
λ
(t)
u,i [k], µ
(t)
u,i [k],
{
P˜
}
,
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
8: Update Ξ(t)wmmse via (29) with
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
9: if Ξminwmmse > Ξ
(t)
wmmse then P(`,ι)u,i [k] = P
(`,ι,t)
u,i [k], λ
?
u,i[k] =
λ
(t)
u,i [k], µ
?
u,i[k] = µ
(t)
u,i [k], and Ξ
min
wmmse = Ξ
(t)
wmmse
10: Update R(t)u,i[k] with
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
from (37b)
11: t← t + 1
12: until t > tu,max
13: return P(`,ι)u,i [k], µ
?
u,i[k]
During the `th iteration of the BCD-AP MRMC algorithm (Al-
gorithm 5) and the ιth iteration of the WMMSE-MRMC algorithm
(Algorithm 3), upon executing Algorithms 1 and 2 for all i, j, and k,
A(`,ι) can be solved by replacing µ? and
{
P(`,ι)
}
with µ and {P}
in (44c). The output of the WMMSE-MRMC algorithm outputs the
`th iterate of the precoders
{
P(`)
}
of the BCD-AP MRMC algorithm
as well as A′. The number of iterations for WMMSE-MRMC is
limited to ιmax.
C. Nearest vector method to find A?
Upon obtaining A′ =
[
a′1, · · · ,a′Mr
]
, which is the optimal
solution for A ⊆ Ac, the next step in BCD-AP algorithm is to apply
AP for projecting a′mr onto Ar. The nearest element of a
′
mr in Ar
for all mr in the following problem
9Algorithm 2 Subgradient approach to solve (42) for DL UE
Input:
{
P(`,ι)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
, td,max
Output: P(`,ι)d,j [k], µ
?
d,j [k]
1: Initialize λ(0)d [k] = 1, µ
(0)
d,j [k] = 1, and
{
P(`,ι,0)
}
=
{
P(`,ι)
}
2: Ξ(0)wmmse,R
(0)
d,j [k]
(29),(37c)←−−−−−−
{
P(`,ι)
}
,A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
3: Set the iteration index t = 1
4: repeat
5:
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
←
{
P(`,ι,t−1)
}
, β(t)d,j [k]← 1/t, ε(t)d,j [k]← 1/t
6: Update λ(t)d [k] via (45b) with P
(`,ι,t−1)
d,j [k] and λ
(t−1)
d [k],
µ
(t)
d,j [k] via (45d) with β
(t−1)
d,j [k] and R
(t−1)
d,j [k],
7: Set P˜d,j [k] = P
(`,ι,t−1)
d,j [k]; update P
(`,ι,t)
d,j [k] via (44b) with
λ
(t)
d [k], µ
(t)
d,j [k],
{
P˜
}
,
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
8: Update Ξ(t)wmmse via (29) with
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
, A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
9: if Ξminwmmse ≥ Ξ(t)wmmse then P(`,ι)d,j [k] = P(`,ι,t)d,j [k], µ?d,j [k] =
µ
(t)
d,j [k], and Ξ
min
wmmse = Ξ
(t)
wmmse
10: Update R(t)d,j [k] with
{
P(`,ι,t)
}
from (37c)
11: t← t + 1
12: until t > td,max
13: return P(`,ι)d,j [k], µ
?
d,j [k]
Algorithm 3 WMMSE-MRMC algorithm to solve (40)
Input:
{
P(`)
}
, A(`),
{
U(`)
}
, ιmax, tu,max, and td,max
Output:
{
P(`)
}
, A′
1: Set
{
P(`,0)
}
,
{
P
(`,0)
u,i [k],P
(`,0)
d,j [k], ∀{i, j, k}
}
=
{
P(`)
}
and A(`,0) ,
[(
a(`,0)[1]
)>
; · · · ;
(
a(`,0)[K ]
)>]
= A(`)
2: Set the iteration index ι = 0
3: repeat
4: for k = 1, · · · ,K do
5: for i = 1, · · · , I do
6: P(`,ι+1)u,i [k], µ
?
u,i[k]
Algorithm 1←−−−−−−
tu,max
{
P(`,ι)
}
,A(`,ι),{
U(`)
}
7: for j = 1, · · · , J do
8: P(`,ι+1)d,j [k], µ
?
d,j [k]
Algorithm 2←−−−−−−
td,max
{
P(`,ι)
}
,A(`,ι),{
U(`)
}
9: a(`,ι+1)[k]
(44c)←−−−
{
P(`,ι)
}
,A(`,ι),
{
U(`)
}
, µ?
10: A(`,ι+1) =
[(
a(`,ι+1)[1]
)>
; · · · ;
(
a(`,ι+1)[K ]
)>]
11: ι← ι+ 1
12: until ι > ιmax
13:
{
P(`)
}
←
{
P(`,ι)
}
, A′ ← A(`,ι)
14: return
{
P(`)
}
, A′
minimize
amr ,∀mr
‖amr − a′mr‖22 subject to (24f) and (24g) (46)
yields a?mr , the mr
th column of A?. This is essentially a matrix
nearness problem with specified column norms and PARs. It often
arises in structured tight frame design problems and is solved via AP
[47, 48]. We use the “nearest vector with low PAR” algorithm of [48]
to find a(`)mr for all mr recursively at the `
th iteration of the BCD-AP
MRMC algorithm (see Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 4 Nearest vector method to find A(`)
Input: A′ =
[
a′1, · · · ,a′Mr
]
, Pr,mr , γmr , ∀mr
Output: A(`) =
[
a
(`)
1 , · · · ,a(`)Mr
]
1: for mr = 1, · · · ,Mr do
2: Normalize a′mr to unit norm; define σmr =
√
Pr,mrγmr/K
3: P ← number of elements in a(`)mr with the least magnitude
4: $ ← indices of the elements in a(`)mr with the least magnitude
5: if min
(
|a(`)mr [k]|
)
= 0, ∀k ∈ $ then
a
(`)
mr [k] =

√
Pr,mr (K−P)σ2mr
P
if k ∈ $,
σmre
j∠a(`)mr [k] if k /∈ $
6: if min
(
|a(`)mr [k]|
)
6= 0, ∀k ∈ $ then
ρ =
√
Pr,mr (K − P)σ2mr∑
k∈$|amr [k]|2
and it results in
a
(`)
mr [k] =
{
ρa
(`)
mr [k] if k ∈ $,
σmre
j∠a(`)mr [k] if k /∈ $
7: return A(`) =
[
a
(`)
1 , · · · ,a(`)Mr
]
D. BCD-AP MRMC algorithm
Once
{
P(`)
}
and A(`) are known, the LRFs of the `th iteration
of the BCD-AP MRMC algorithm
{
U(`)
}
are updated with the
WMMSE solution obtained via BCD (Section IV-A). The full BCD-
AP MRMC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 5, where `max is
the maximum number of iterations.
Algorithm 5 BCD-AP MRMC algorithm to find {P?},A?, {U?}
Input: `max, ιmax, tu,max td,max
Output: Optimal UL/DL precoders {P?}, MIMO radar code
matrix A?, and LRFs {U?}
1: Initialize
{
P(0)
}
,
{
P
(0)
u,i [k],P
(0)
d,j [k], ∀{i, j, k}
}
and A(0) =[
a(0)[1]; · · · ; a(0)[K ]
]
2:
{
U(0)
}
(34),(35),(36)←−−−−−−−−
{
P(0)
}
and A(0)
3: Set the alternating projection iteration index ` = 0
4: repeat
5:
{
P(`+1)
}
, A′
Algorithm 3←−−−−−−−−−
ιmax,tu,max,td,max
{
P(`)
}
, A(`),
{
U(`)
}
6: A(`+1)
Algorithm 4←−−−−−− A′
7:
{
U(`+1)
}
(34),(35),(36)←−−−−−−−−
{
P(`+1)
}
and A(`+1)
8: `← `+ 1
9: until ` > `max
10: {P?} ←
{
P(`)
}
, A? ← A`, and {U?} ←
{
U(`)
}
11: return {P?},A?, {U?}
E. Complexity and Convergence
Algorithms 1 and 2 are guaranteed to converge to λ? and µ? as
long as β(t)u,i [k], β
(t)
d [k], ε
(t)
u,i [k], and ε
(t)
d,j [k] are sufficiently small;
their computational complexities are O(I ) and O(J ), respectively
[42]. The WMMSE-MRMC algorithm converges locally because
its alternating procedure produces a monotonically non-increasing
sequence of iterates,
{
Ξ
(`,ι)
wmmse
}
; see Appendix C of [38] for proof.
However, Ξwmmse is not jointly convex on
{
P(`)
}
and A(`). Hence,
the global convergence of the WMMSE-MRMC algorithm is not
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guaranteed [31, 38]. The computational complexities of WMMSE-
MRMC to update Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k] at each iteration are,
respectively, O((N uiDui )3), O((McDdj)3), and O(M3r ), primarily
because of complexity in solving Sylvester equations. The objective
function in (46) satisfies the Kurdyka-Łojasiewicz property. There-
fore, the sequence
{
a
(`)
mr
}
generated by Algorithm 4 at the `th
step is convergent for all mr [47]. The BCD-AP MRMC algorithm
also converges to the local optimum with a convergence rate of
O(1/`max) [43]. In general, different initialization methods affect the
local convergence rate and optimal values of BCD-AP MRMC. As
we demonstrate in the next section, one way to approach the global
optimum of the WMMSE-RC is through a large number of random
initializations [38].
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We validated our spectral co-design approach through extensive
numerical experiments. Throughout this section, we set the noise
power at J DL UEs, Nr radar Rxs and BS Rx to σ20 = 0.01. Unless
otherwise stated, we use the following parameter values: radar and
communications Tx and Rx antennas are Mr = Nr = Mc = Nc = 4,
I = J = 2, N ui = d
u
i = 4, N
d
j = d
d
j = 3, η
2
mr,j/σ
2
0 = 1 dB, for
all {mr, i, j}; number of frames K = 8, symbols per frame N = 8,
CUT index n = 4, maximum Tx power for the UL PU = 1 and DL
Pd = 2; QoS of UL and DL Ru = Rd = 0.3 bits/channel use; radar
Tx power Pr,mr = 1 and PAR levels γmr = 2 for all {mr}; channel
variances are determined by the channel signal-to-noise-ratios (SNRs)
SNRr , η2mrtnr/σ20 = 5 dB, SNRBtr , η2Bt,nr/σ20 = 1 dB,
SNRBmr , η2Bm,nr/σ20 = 2 dB, SNRu , η2u,i/σ20 = 2 dB, SNRd ,
η2d,j/σ
2
0 = 2 dB, SNRBB , η2BB/σ20 , 1 dB, SNRud , η2i,j/σ20 =
1 dB, SNRrB , η2mr,B/σ20 = 2 dB, SNRrd , η2mr,j/σ20 = 2 dB
for all {mr, nr, i, j}; the normalized Doppler shifts fmrtnr and fBtnr
are uniformly distributed variables in [0.05, 0.325]; the clutter-to-
noise-ratio (CNR) at nrth radar Rx CNRr = σ2c,nr/σ
2
0 = 1 and
ρc = 0.5 for {nr}; maximum iteration numbers for Algorithms
1 and 2 tmax = 7, WMMSE-MRMC algorithm ιmax = 8, and
BCD-AP MRMC algorithm `max = 20. We use uniform weights
αui = α
d
j = α
r
nr =
1
(I+J+Nr)
for all {nr, i, j} .
A. Convergence Analysis
We first demonstrate the convergence of BCD-AP MRMC. To
approach the optimal solution, we initialize the precoders
{
P(0)
}
in
two different ways. The ‘initialization 1’ is computationally efficient
because we choose singular vectors of P(0)u,i [k] and P
(0)
d,j [k] to be the
right singular matrices of Hi,B and HB,j , respectively; and the non-
zero entries of the singular values of P(0)u,i [k] and P
(0)
d,j [k] are set to
be PU/Dui and Pd/J , respectively, for all {i, j, k}. The ‘initialization
2’ generates the singular vectors of P(0)u,i [k] and P
(0)
d,j [k] as two
random matrices drawn from CN (0, 1) and singular values in the
same way as the ‘initialization 1’. Figure 3 shows the convergence
of BCD-AP MRMC in terms of I (`)CWSM with respect to iteration
index ` for different SNRr values. The BCD-AP MRMC converges
under all these different initialization conditions and SNR levels.
The discrepancy between the two initialization methods is small with
respect to ICWSM and Ir, but large with Ifd.
B. Radar Detection Performance
We investigated the detection performance of the statistical MIMO
radar using the designed code matrix A. Consider the binary hypoth-
esis testing formulation for target detection as{
H0 : yr = ycr + yBmr + yUr + zr
H1 : yr = ytr + ycr + yBmr + yUr + zr,
(47)
Fig. 3. Convergence behaviors of the BCD-AP MRMC algorithm with two
initialization methods and multiple SNRr values.
Fig. 4. Target detection performance of the coexisting system compared with
other radar codes and cooperation schemes using the NP detector. (a) Pd
versus ν (b) ROC of the NP detector.
where yr =
[
y>r,1; · · · ; y>r,Nr
]>
and ytr =
[
y>tr,1; · · · ; y>tr,Nr
]>
. Denote
yrin , ycr + yBmr + yUr + zr =
[(
yrin,nr
)>
; · · · ;
(
yrin,Nr
)>]>
and its
CM Rin = ⊕Nrnr=1Rin,nr . Similarly, define yr,nr = R
−1/2
in,nr
yr,nr and its
CM Gnr = R
−1/2
in,nr
Rt,nrR
−1/2
in,nr
. Rewrite hypothesis testing problem as{
H0 : yr ∼ CN (0, I)
H1 : yr ∼ CN (0, I + G),
(48)
where the block diagonal matrix G = ⊕Nrnr=1Gnr . The eigende-
composition of Gnr is Gnr = VnrΛnrV
†
nr , where the columns
of Vnr and the diagonal entries of Λnr , diag [δ1,nr , · · · , δK ,nr ]
are, respectively, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Gnr , the k
th
eigenvalue being δk,nr . Using the Woodbury matrix identity and the
eigendecomposition of Gnr , the test statistic is
T (y) =
Nr∑
nr=1
T
(
yr,nr
)
=
Nr∑
nr=1
y†r,nr
(
I− (Gnr + I)−1
)
yr,nr
=
Nr∑
nr=1
y†r,nrVnr
(
Λ−1 + I
)−1
V†nryr,nr (49)
Denote ŷr,nr = V
†
nryr,nr = [ŷnr [1], · · · , ŷnr [K ]]. Then, the
Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector is [51]
T (y) =
Nr∑
nr=1
K∑
k=1
δk,nr |ŷnr [k]|2
1 + δk,nr
H1
≷
H2
ν, (50)
where ν is the threshold selected to guarantee a certain detection per-
formance. We performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to evaluate
the probability of detection Pd and the Rx operating characteristic
(ROC) (curve of Pd versus probability of false alarm Pfa) of the NP
detector. Figures 4a and 4b show Pd with respect to ν and ROC,
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Fig. 5. Performance of the coexisting system evaluation compared with
increasing numbers of (a) UL and (b) DL UEs.
respectively, for various waveforms and cooperation modes. Here,
presence or absence of cooperation indicates whether or not the DL
signals yBt,nr are incorporated in yt,nr for all nr. For the mr
th radar
Tx, the uncoded waveform is amr =
√
Pr,mr
K
1K and randomly coded
waveform is amr =
√
Pr,mr
K
umr , where {umr} is a unitary basis.
We generated 5000 realizations of yr under hypothesisH1 to estimate
Pd and H0 to estimate Pfa based on ν for each mode. Figures 4a and
4b illustrate that our optimized radar waveform outperforms the all-
ones (uncoded) and random coding schemes, and that the cooperation
between the radar and BS boosts the radar detection performance.
For example, in Fig. 4b, with Pfa = 0.1, when radar codes and
UL/DL precoders obtained via Algorithm 5 are used along with
radar-DL cooperation, this yields approximately 8% improvement in
Pd over the non-cooperation mode, 6% over the all-ones waveform
with cooperation, and 13% over randome code with cooperation. We
observe that even without the cooperation, our algorithm enables the
MIMO radar to provide a competitive detection performance.
C. FD Communications Performance
We explored the effect on the system performance with in-
creasing UEs. Figures 5a and 5b depict weighted UL MI IU ,∑
k
∑
i α
u
iIu,i[k], weighted DL MI ID ,
∑
k
∑
j α
d
jId,j [k], radar
MI IR , αrnr
∑
nr
Ir,nr [k], total weighted FD MI and ICWSM as the
number of UL UEs and DL UEs are varied, respectively. The power
levels are set at Pu = I and Pd = J . As the number of UL UEs
increases from I = 2 to I = 10 with the number of DL UEs fixed at
J = 2, the performances of DL UEs and radar Rxs deteriorate owing
to the increasing UL interference. On the other hand, the performance
of the UL drops while that of the MIMO radar remains relatively
stable as the number of DL UEs rises from J = 2 to J = 10
with I = 2. We observe that the total system performance measure
ICWSM is enhanced with a higher DL power because of the radar-DL
cooperation whereas ICWSM declines with a rising UL power.
D. Joint Radar-Communications Performance
Finally, we evaluated the co-design performance by observing the
mutual impact of the statistical MIMO radar and IBFD MU-MIMO
communications on each other. Figure 6 compares the CWSMs
achieved by the IBFD MU-MIMO as well as the HD MU-MIMO
communications jointly operating with a statistical MIMO radar. We
also included the cooperation and non-cooperation modes for IBFD
MU-MIMO and DL MU-MIMO communications. In practice, the
radar-enabled interference channel gains, namely η2r,j and η
2
rB are
fractions of the radar-target channel gains η2mr,nr . As a result, the
severity of the radar-enabled interference with the communications
systems are also related to the radar-target channel gains. Specifically,
we set SNRr = 0.8SNRrB and SNRr = 0.6SNRrd. We observed that
when the radar power dominates the co-designed system, the impact
Fig. 6. Evaluation of the MU-MIMO communications with different trans-
mission schemes under various radar SNRs
Fig. 7. Joint radar and communications interference analysis. (a) System
performance vs UL SNRs (b) System performance vs CNR.
of radar-DL cooperation is less apparent. In Fig. 7, the performance
of co-designed system is shown to vary with different UL SNR and
CNR values. Here, SNRur = 0.7SNRu and SNRud = 0.8SNRu
for Fig. 7a and SNRrB = 0.5CNRr and SNRrd = 0.5CNRr
for Fig. 7b. Note that the DL and radar weighted MIs decline
by approximately 30% and 45%, respectively, when the UL-DL
and UL-radar interfering signal powers are 106 times higher. This
demonstrates that the designed precoders and radar codes sustain the
DL and radar performances despite a high UL Tx power. Meanwhile,
from Fig. 7b, the clutter affects the MIMO radar more than the
FD communications UEs because the proposed method mitigates the
power projected to the interfering channels HrB and Hr,j from {a[k]}.
VI. SUMMARY
In this work, we proposed a spectral co-design for a statistical
MIMO radar and an IBFD MU-MIMO communications system. Prior
works either largely consider co-located MIMO radars, focus on
coexistence solutions, or partially analyze MIMO communications.
We take a wholesome view of the problem by jointly designing
several essential aspects of such a co-design: UL/DL precoders,
MIMO radar code matrix, and LRFs for both systems. Our proposed
BCD-AP MRMC algorithm not only guarantees convergence but also
provides performance benefits for both systems. The radar codes
generated by BCD-AP MRMC significantly increase the probability
of detection over conventional waveforms. We also showed that the
cooperation between radar and DL signals is beneficial for target
detection. The co-designed DL and radar are resilient to considerable
UL interference. Similarly, using our optimized precoders and radar
codes, the DL and UL rates remain stable as the CNR is increased.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Solving (42) yields the lower bounds of (40). The difference
between the lower bound and the actual optimal value is the op-
timal duality gap. To equivalently obtain {P?} and A′ with (42),
strong duality ought to hold for the primal problem (33), i.e., the
optimal duality gap needs to be zero. However, the QoS constraints
(37b) − (37c) are non-concave leading to a non-zero duality gap.
To bypass this problem, we apply the Taylor series to obtain linear
approximations of Ru,i[k] and Rd,j [k]. The first-order Taylor series
expansion of a real-valued function with complex-valued matrix
arguments f(X,X∗) : CN×Q × CN×Q → R around X0 produces
[52]
f(X,X∗) = f(X0,X∗0) + vec
>
(
∂
∂X0
f(X0,X
∗
0)
)
vec(X−X0)
+ vec>
(
∂
∂X∗0
f(X0,X
∗
0)
)
vec(X∗ −X∗0). (51)
Assume P˜u,i[k] is the estimate of Pu,i[k] from the previous iteration.
A similar Taylor series expansion of Ru,i[k] at P˜u,i[k] gives
Ru,q [k](Pu,i[k]) ≈ Ru,q [k]
(
P˜u,i[k]
)
+
vec
∂
(
Ru,q [k]
(
P˜∗u,i[k]
))
∂P˜u,i[k]

>
vec
{
Pu,i[k]− P˜u,i[k]
}
+
vec
∂
(
Ru,q [k]
(
P˜u,i[k]
))
∂P˜∗u,i[k]

>
vec
{
P∗u,i[k]− P˜∗u,i[k]
}
. (52)
Likewise, we find the linear approximations of Ru,q[k](Pd,j [k]),
Ru,q[k](a[k]), Rd,j [k](Pu,i[k]), Rd,j [k](Pd,j [k]), and Rd,j [k](a[k]).
Note that Ξwmmse is multi-convex, namely Ξwmmse is not jointly convex
in Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k] but convex in each individual variable
provided the rest of the variables are fixed [31, 43]. As a result, we
have a fully convex version of (40) and thus the optimal duality gap
between (40) and (42) is reduced to zero [42]. Hence, {P?} and
A′ =
[
(a′[1])>, · · · , (a′[K ])>
]
in (40) are obtained by solving
(42). This concludes the proof.
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF GRADIENTS
Adopting the notations from [52] and [49], we denote the complex
gradient operator for a scalar real-valued function with a complex-
valued matrix argument f(Z,Z?) as ∇Zf = ∂f∂Z∗ . From the deriva-
tive formula ∂
∂X∗ Tr
(
B>X†CXB
)
= C>XBB>+CXBB> [49],
the gradients of ΞUL and ΞDL with respect to Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k] and
a[k], respectively, are
∇Pu,i[k]ΞUL = H†i,BξULHi,BPu,i[k], (53a)
∇Pd,j [k]ΞUL = H†BBξULHBBPd,j [k], (53b)
∇a[k]ΞUL = H†rBξULHrBa[k], (53c)
∇Pu,i[k]ΞDL =
J∑
g=1
H†i,gξd,gHi,gPu,i[k], (53d)
∇Pd,j [k]ΞDL =
J∑
g=1
H†B,gξd,gHB,gPd,j [k] (53e)
and ∇a[k]ΞDL =
J∑
g=1
H†r,gξd,gHr,ga[k], (53f)
where ξUL[k] =
∑I
q=1 α
u
qU
†
u,q[k]Wu,q[k]Uu,q[k] and ξd,g[k] =
αdgU
†
d,g[k]Wd,g[k]Ud,g[k]. The gradients of Ξr with respect to
Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k], respectively, are
∇Pu,i[k]Ξr =
Nr∑
nr=1
η2i,nr
K∑
m=1
Pu,i[m]du,i[m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
u,i[k],
=
Nr∑
nr=1
η2i,nr
K∑
m 6=k
Pu,i[m]du,i[m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
u,i[k]
+
Nr∑
nr=1
η2i,nrPu,i[k]du,i[k]ξnr (k, k)d
†
u,i[k]
∇Pd,j [k]Ξr =
Nr∑
nr=1
J>B Σt,nr
K∑
m=1
st,nr [m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
d,j [k]+
Nr∑
nr=1
η2Bm,nr
K∑
m=1
J∑
g=1
Pd,g [m]dd,g [m]ξnr (m, k)d
†
d,j [k],
∇a[k]Ξr =
Nr∑
nr=1
Q†r,nrJ
>
r Σt,nr
K∑
m=1
st,nr [m]ξnr (m, k)
=
Nr∑
nr=1
Q†r,nrJ
>
r Σt,nr
K∑
m 6=k
st,nr [m]ξnr (m, k)
+
Nr∑
nr=1
a[k]η2rt,nrξnr (k, k),
where ξnr(m, k) = u
>
r,nr [m]W
>
r,nru
∗
r,nr [k]. The derivatives
of f in (51) with respect to X∗ are thus approximated as
∂f
∂X∗ =
∂
∂X∗0
f(X0,X
∗
0) The chain rule for a scalar function
g(U(X,X∗),U∗(X,X∗)) where g is dependent on X∗ through the
matrix U is [49]
∂g
∂X∗
=
Tr
{(
∂g
∂U
)>
∂U
}
∂X∗
+
Tr
{(
∂g
∂U∗
)>
∂U∗
}
∂X∗
. (54)
From (54), the derivative of the logarithm of determinant formula
∂ log|X| = Tr{X−1∂X} [49, 52]. Further, the derivatives of
Ru,q[k] and Rd,j [k] with respect to Pu,i[k], Pd,j [k], and a[k] based
on their Taylor series expansions in the initial approximations P˜u,i[k],
P˜d,j [k], and a˜[k], respectively, are
∇Pu,i[k]Ru,q [k] =H†i,BΨu,iP˜u,i[k]Υ−1u,i , q = i,
∇Pu,i[k]Ru,q [k] =−H†i,BΨu,qPu,q [k]Υ−1u,q
P†u,q [k]Ψ
†
u,qHi,BP˜u,i[k], q 6= i,
∇Pd,j [k]Ru,q [k] =−H†BBΨu,qPu,q [k]Υ−1u,qP†u,q [k]Ψ†u,qHBBPd,j [k],
∇a[k]Ru,q [k] =−H†rBΨu,qPu,q [k]Υ−1u,qP†u,q [k]Ψ†u,qHrBa[k],
∇Pu,i[k]Rd,j [k] =−H†i,gΨd,gPd,g [k]Υ−1d,gP†d,g [k]Ψ†d,gHi,gP˜u,i[k],
∇Pd,j [k]Rd,j [k] =H†B,jΨd,jP˜d,j [k]Υ−1d,j , g = j,
∇Pd,j [k]Rd,j [k] =−H†B,jΨd,gPd,g [k]Υ−1d,g ,
P†d,g [k]Ψ
†
d,gHB,jP˜d,j [k], g 6= j,
∇a[k]Rd,j [k] =−H†r,gΨd,gPd,g [k]Υ−1d,jP†d,g [k]Ψ†d,gHr,ga[k], (55)
where Υu,i[k] = I + P˜
†
u,i[k]H
†
i,B
(
Ruin,i[k]
)−1
Hi,BP˜u,i[k]
Υu,q = I + P
†
u,q [k]H
†
q,B
(
Ruin,q [k]
)−1
Hq,BPu,q [k], q 6= i
Υd,g = I + P˜
†
d,j [k]H
†
B,j
(
Rdin,j [k, l]
)−1
HB,jP˜d,j [k],
Υd,g = I + P
†
d,g [k]H
†
B,g
(
Rdin,g [k]
)−1
HB,gPd,g [k], g 6= j,
Ψu,q =
(
Ruin,q [k]
)−1 and Ψd,g = (Rdin,g [k])−1HB,g .
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